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1. INTRODUCTION

 Super Mario Run (SMR) is a mobile, side-scrolling platformer starring Nintendo’s iconic 
character Mario. Players control Mario through tapping the screen, guiding him through a world 
of monsters, mushrooms, and more on his quest to save Princess Peach from the clutches of his 
nemesis, Bowser. Though SMR has several modes for players to interact and compete within, the 
scope of this design document is limited to the primary “World Tour” mode’s first three levels. 
It seeks first to describe player controls, followed by a description of Mario’s characteristics, 
behavior, and traits.  

2. CONTROLS        

 Super Mario Run (SMR) is exclusively for mobile phones, and its controls are designed 
for that platform’s affordances. It embraces the core smartphone user interaction - the tap - and 
centers its control scheme around it.  
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A.  Automatic Controls

 In order to allow the player to control Mario 
using only single taps, many common controls must be 
automatized. The most important of these is running. 
In SMR, Mario runs without input from the player. 
He also automatically vaults over small enemies and 
obstacles, slides down hills, and tumbles up from any 
ledge he hangs on. These inheret movements narrow 
the player’s focus to managing jumps, emphasizing 
control over their timing and height throughout the 
course of an “on-the-rails” experience with roots in 
action games like Irem’s Moon Patrol.



Why Run?

 Mario is running to the end of each level in an effort to pursue Bowser and rescue Princess 
Peach. SMR, however, also gives players their own goal to chase, allowing them to repeat levels 
and beat their high score, which is measured in gold coins. By running through the level, Mario 
can collect the coins dispersed throughout it and allow the players a measure by which to judge 
their performance in the game. The levels also have time-limits, which help reinforce the idea of 
keeping Mario moving forward as quickly as possible.

Why Jump?

 Tapping to jump is necessary to navigate through and interact with Mario’s world. Jumping 
onto enemies destroys them and gives Mario a coin. Doing so in quick succession grants bonus 
coins. Jumping under certain blocks will destroy them or reveal their contents, which is often 
more coins. Since running is automatic in SMR, jumping is the central verb of the game, and 
players should grow to time and perform jumps with precision and joy. 

C. Other Tap Controls

Wall Jumping

 Mario scales walls in order to access certain parts of the world. He does this by jumping. 
Jumping onto a wall causes Mario to start sliding down it, but if he jumps while in mid-air and 
touching the wall, he will kick off of it and jump upwards in the opposite direction. By chaining 
wall jumps, he can quickly ascend vertically. 

B. Basic Tap Controls

Jumping

 Tapping on the screen causes Mario to jump. 
Tapping and holding allows the player to control the 

height of that jump. 

Vault Jumping

 If player’s tap while Mario is vaulting over a small 
enemy or obstacle, Mario will “vault jump” even higher.  

Spinning 

 Tapping while Mario is in mid-air will cause him 
to spin. Spinning lets players control Mario’s descent by 
allowing him to maintain his altitude for a brief moment. 



Failure & “Bubble Saves”

 If Mario falls off screen or runs into an enemy too big to vault over, he loses coins and 
appears in a bubble, floating upwards and back towards the start of the level, like Glinda from 
The Wizard of Oz. Players tap to pop the bubble and let Mario fall to the ground to begin running 
again. Mario gets two of these “bubble saves” before a fall will require the player to restart the 
level entirely. 

 Players can tap on a bubble icon in the top left corner of the screen to manually trigger a 
bubble save, as it allows Mario to move back towards the start of a level - an important control if 
players missed a valuable opportunity to gain coins. 

Victory

 At the end of each level, there is a flagpole that Mario must jump on. The higher up on 
the pole he jumps, the more bonus coins he receives, up to a maximum of 10. A well-timed spin 
jump is especially helpful here. 

Pausing

 Players can tap on a pause icon in the top left corner of the screen to pause the game. 
 
D. Pick-Ups

There are several pick-ups in the game that Mario can run into for different benefits:

• Gold Coins 

These serve as a scoring mechanism for 
the player.

• Pink Coins 

There are five pink coins in every level. 
Acquiring all five is an achievement for 
the player. They convert to bonus gold 
coins at the end of the level. 

• Red Coins 
 
These are not found in every level, but 
five will appear if Mario runs through a 
red ring. They disappear after a short 
time, but if all are acquired, Mario will 
be rewarded with a Star. 

• Stars

Stars provide a very special bonus for 
a limited time, allowing Mario to move 
faster, destroy any enemy he runs into, 
and attract nearby coins to him as 
though he were a coin magnet. 

• Mushrooms

Mushrooms allow Mario to grow in 
size. Larger Mario shrinks if he collides 
with an enemy instead of triggering 
a bubble save as a form of damage 
mitigation. He also can destroy blocks 
of bricks, which smaller Mario cannot. 
If Mario is already large when he runs 
into a mushroom, he will collect bonus 
gold coins instead.  



E. Triggers

There are several objects in the game that trigger control opportunities for Mario:

3. CHARACTER DESIGN

 SMR combines the two-dimensional gameplay of games like Super Mario World or Super 
Mario Bros with the 3D aestheic popularized in Super Mario 64. This approach is similar to the 
design of games like New Super Mario Bros. 
 Below is a breakdown of Mario’s character design for SMR: characteristics describe his 
personality, behavior how he physically acts, and traits his physical features. 
 
A.  Characteristics

 Mario is determined and optimistic in the face of obstacles, characteristics that hopefully 
transfer to the player. He’s also proud and confident, performing a victory dance and shouting 
jocularly at the end of each level. He’s encouraging, telling the player “Let’s-a Go!” when they 
start the game. His winking, smiling face on SMR’s app icon testifies to his friendly, likeable, and 
playful character. 

B. Behavior

 In SMR, Mario is almost always running, but he does so very actively, kicking up dust in his 
wake. His arms swing fully by his side. When he jumps, his chin is raised towards the sky and his 
fist is lifted in the air. He doesn’t just vault over enemies: he tumbles and cartwheels and spins. 
His stance is athletic and intentional, leaning forward towards his goal. 

• Pipes

If Mario runs directly into a pipe, he 
will travel through it and come out its 
other end.

• Transparent Arrow Blocks

If Mario runs through these, gold 
coins will appear in his path in the 
direction of the arrow. 

• Opaque Arrow Blocks
 
if Mario jumps while running over 
one of these arrow blocks, his jump 
will be in the direction of the arrow. 
If the arrow is pointing to the right,  
his normal jump will get a small 
boost. 

• Pause Blocks 

These blocks halt Mario’s automatic 
movement when he runs over them. 
Players tap to jump off them in order 
to begin running again. They’re 
useful for timing Mario’s progression 
forward.

• Springs

If Mario jumps while on a spring, he 
will jump extremely high. 

Opaque Arrow Block Transparent Arrow Block



 He displays no signs of exhaustion, his bright eyes always wide and open. When he runs 
into a wall, he doesn’t get frustrated. Instead, he dances, keeping his muscles warm and his flow 
upbeat. 
 
 He’s also quite vocal. Though he doesn’t speak dialogue, many of his actions are 
accompanied with expressive sounds, indicating the effort and joy he puts into his movement. 

C. Traits

 Mario’s appearance in SMR does not stray from his iconic look. His paunchy body, round 
nose, perfectly groomed mustache, bright blue eyes, dark hair and colorful attire are instantly 
recognizable. He proudly wears his red cap, emblazoned with a bold, white “M” initial, and 
wears his work boots and overalls in a nod to his background as a plumber. 

 The combination of these traits makes Mario both cute and relatable. Unlike many game 
heroes - who have traits more akin to comic book superheroes than friendly, neighborhood 
handymen -  Mario is a cartoon rendition of someone players might know in their real lives. He’s 
not the manifestation of a power fantasy. He’s a friend! 
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